
 

September 23, 2016     
Global Financial Markets  

Global equities rallied during the week, as key central bank actions propelled risk-on sentiment. US Treasuries rose week-
on-week in light of the FOMC meeting wherein the officials not only decided to keep rates unchanged, but also assumed a 
dovish stance having lowered the projection of longer-run interest rates and slowed the pace of rate hikes for the next 
years. The US Dollar weakened week-on-week as the increase in interest rates did not materialize in September while the 
Japanese Yen strengthened as the BOJ opted to keep rates on hold. 
  
Global Equities 
 

Global equities rallied during the week, as 
key central bank actions during the week 
propelled risk-on sentiment. Although Fed 
Chair Janet Yellen’s statements were 
generally seen as hawkish, and although 
the number of dissenters to keeping rates 
low increased from two to three, investors 
focused more on the downgrade in 
expected rate hikes during the year as 
seen in the dot plots. Meanwhile in Japan, 
although negative policy rates were not 
made more negative, and although the 
size of asset purchases was not 
expanded, markets seemed to have liked 
the changes introduced, e.g. targeting of 
10-year JGB yields to ~0% (aside from the 
existing targeting of IOER tier 3 rates to -
0.1%), introduction of “fixed-rate purchase 
operations” to smoothly control the yield 
curve, and the inflation-overshooting 
commitment (pledge to expand the 
monetary base until observed inflation is 
sustainably higher than the target),  
offsetting gains posted the week prior. 
These actions also bolstered certain 
commodities’ prices, with Brent crude oil 
prices rising 2.3% week-on-week. 
Economic data released during the week 
for the US were mostly disappointing, with the initial jobless claims as the notable exception. Atlanta Fed’s GDP Now forecast 
model showed Q3 growth of 2.9%, which was lower than the 3% estimate on September 15. Investors generally stayed defensive 
ahead of the release of BoJ’s and Fed’s decisions, but markets immediately rallied after the results were disclosed. There were 
some profit-taking pressures after the US retail sales weaker more than expected (-0.3% vs E @ -0.1%).    
 
European stock prices also rally as they benefited from upbeat market sentiment, despite the disappointment from ECB a week 
ago. Meanwhile, Asian shares registered the most significant gains during the week after global investors rushed in given increase 
in liquidity and as they factored in the recent monetary policy decisions from the BoJ and the Bank of Indonesia (BI). The Asian 
markets also benefited from the rally in oil prices. During the week, BI  also cut its policy rate for the fifth time this year, as inflation 
for August reached its seven-year low of 2.79%, and as Indonesia took advantage of the Fed’s decision not to hike rates yet.  
 
Week-on-week, the MSCI World Index closed at 1,740.55, 2.09% higher WoW. MSCI Asia Pacific ex-Japan gained the most, by 
+3.43%, and ended at 455.46. MSCI Europe rallied 2.25% and ended at 117.34. Dow Jones Industrial Average and S&P 500 also 
added 0.99% (18,392.46) and 1.39% (2,177.18), respectively. 
 

 US inflation rose faster than expected to 0.2% (MoM) in August (E @ 0.1% MoM). Core CPI rose 0.3% (MoM), ahead of 

consensus estimate of 0.2% MoM.  

 The University of Michigan’s preliminary consumer index reading for September was 89.8, same level as was in August, 

albeit behind estimate of 90.6. Current conditions index was down to 103.5 from 107.0 but expectations index was up from 

78.7 to 81.1. 

 The National Association of Home Builders' housing market index gained six (6) points to 65 in September, this compares 

to estimates of 60 and August's revised print of 59 (previously 60). The report is the stronget since October last year and is 

at par with the 11-year high. Present market view of the builders was up from 65 to 71 and the outlook for the next six 

months from 66 to 71.  

15-Sep-16 22-Sep-16 % Change

MSCI World 1,704.84 1,740.55 2.09%

MSCI Europe 114.76 117.34 2.25%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 440.36 455.46 3.43%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 18,212.48 18,392.46 0.99%

S&P 500 2,147.26 2,177.18 1.39%
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 Crude prices rallied into the mid-USD44s after Venezuela President Nicolas Maduro said that a deal to stabilize oil prices 

“could be” announced next week. Brent prices meanwhile rallied 0.39% to USD45.95. 

 Housing starts in the US for August was more negative than expected, -5.8% MoM versus -1.7% expected, due to 

disruptions from bad weather. Starts number 1.142 million versus estimate of 1.190 million. The decline was led by single 

family homes    (-6% to 722,000), most notably in the South (-13.1%). Meanwhile, multi-family segment was down 5.4% to 

420,000. 

 The Atlanta Fed’s GDP Now forecast model showed Q3 growth of 2.9% annualized taking into account latest data on 

housing and consumption; the figure was lower than the 3% estimate on September 15. The GDP Now forecast has 

consistently fallen since August 3’s inital forecast of 3.6% owing to weaker data. 

 The Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) left rates unchanged at 0.25% to 0.5% in their September meeting. In 

addition, the officials lowered expectations of rate hikes in the following years, with 2017 hikes expected to only be two, 

down from three. The Committee also lowered its GDP growth forecast to 1.8% from 2% for 2016. 

 The Bank of Japan kept its rates at minus 0.1 percent, changed the focus of its monetary stimulus to controlling interest 

rates; i.e. 10-yr JGD yields and IOER (Tier 3), from expanding the money supply, while removing the monetary base 

outstanding growth target. It would also adjust the volume of its asset purchases as necessary in the short term to control 

bond yields, while keeping it at about JPY80 trillion (USD780 billion) annually over the long term. Some economists deem 

these recent moves as further evidence that BOJ policy had reached the limits of its effectiveness. 

 Existing home sales was down 0.9% in August and was behind consensus, 5.33million versus 5.45 million; the July figure 

was also revised downward, albeit small. Meanwhile, FHFA House price index rose higher than expected in July, up 0.5%-

-beating market estimate of and June’s 0.3%. The index is up 5.8% YoY; this compares to +5.6% in June.  

 Initial jobless claims fell 8k to 252k (vs, mkt est of 261k during the week ending September 17), beating expectations and 

hitting one of the lowest figures reported in the cycle to date. 

Global Bonds 
 
US Treasuries rose week-on-week in light of the FOMC meeting 

wherein the officials not only decided to keep rates unchanged, but 

also assumed a dovish stance having lowered the projection of longer-

run interest rates and slowed the pace of rate hikes for the next years. 

In addition to the FOMC meeting, another highlight of the week was 

the Bank of Japan’s meeting in which the BOJ officials opted to retain 

current level of policy rates and the inflation target of 2%. Meanwhile, 

the vigil for the FOMC meeting yielded, as market expected, no rate 

hike in the September meeting. As a result, the implied probability for 

a hike in December increased to 63% on the day after the meeting from 58%. The Fed also released some economic projections, 

including a lower projection for the longer-run Federal funds rate—from a range 3% to 3.3% to a range of 2.8% to 3%, albeit 

retaining the 2016 Fed funds rate projection at the range of 0.6% to 0.9% from. Note that currently, this is at 0.25% to 0.5%. The 

Committee also downgraded their longer-run GDP growth forecast from 2% to 1.8%. The inflation forecast for the full year 2016 was 

downgraded by 10 basis points to 1.3% but the longer-run inflation was kept at 2%. Week-on-week, US Treasury yields fell by an 

average of 6.3 bps, led by the thirty-year benchmark yield which lost 12.74 bps and the ten-year which declined 11.67 bps. Only the 

2-year yield was up—rising by 4.45 bps.  

 

Currencies  
 

The US Dollar weakened week-on-week as the increase in interest 

rates did not materialize in September while the Japanese Yen 

strengthened as the BOJ opted to keep rates on hold. The initial sell-

off in the Euro from negative sentiment stemming from the USD14-

billion fine imposed on Deutsche bank was completely reversed as the 

FOMC meeting drew near. An array of lackluster data releases in the 

US during the week also weighed on dollar strength. Meanwhile, the 

markets also took into account the more dovish stance of the Fed, for 

instance, the slower pace of rate hikes for next year—down from three 

to two—and the lower projection for longer-run Fed Funds rate. 

Meanwhile, the Yen strengthened against the dollar week-on-week. In 

its September meeting during the week, the Bank of Japan did not cut 

rates and indicated that they will push 10-year yields to zero (currently in the negative territory). BOJ also reiterated goal of 

resuscitating inflation. WoW, EUR/USD slid to 1.1235, down 0.04%. The USD/JPY  declined 1.65% to 100.75. 

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 15-Sep 22-Sep  +/- bps

3m 0.284 0.167 -11.67

6m 0.478 0.386 -9.17

2y 0.726 0.770 4.45

5y 1.179 1.164 -1.45

10y 1.691 1.618 -7.24

30y 2.463 2.335 -12.74

Currencies 

15-Sep 22-Sep % Change

USD/PHP 47.695 47.830 0.28%

EUR/USD 1.1239 1.1235 -0.04%

GBP/USD 1.3223 1.3053 -1.29%

USD/JPY 102.44 100.75 -1.65%

AUD/USD 0.7475 0.7659 2.46%

USD/CHF 0.9739 0.9680 -0.61%

EUR/CHF 1.09452 1.08753 -0.64%

EUR/JPY 115.13 113.19 -1.69%



 

 

The week ahead (September 26 – September 30) 

 

Global equities will likely continue rallying absent significant economic data disappointments, although downside risks may come 

from China’s September Caixin Manufacturing PMI release next Friday. Investors will also watch closely economic data such as 

preliminary September inflation figures in France and Italy. Meanwhile, for US Treasuries and the dollar, the market now looks to 

the December meeting for which the implied probability of a Fed rate hike in rose from 49.7 to 58.6%. 

  



 

16-Sep 23-Sep % Change

PSEi 7,553.76 7,723.60 2.25%

Philippine  Stock Exchange  Index

 

Philippine Financial Markets 

 
The PSEi snapped out of six-week losing streak on the back of bargain hunting of local investors offsetting pressure from 
extended net foreign selling. Yields of local government securities fell on average as central bank actions abroad negated 
upward pressure from RTB issuance and as the BSP retained monetary policy in their September meeting. The peso 
weakened against the dollar as foreign selling continued in the local equities market. 

Local Equities  

The PSEi bounced back this week, snapping six-week loss streak. There was 
significant bargain hunting from local investors after the index nearly touched 
the 7500-level, offsetting downside pressure from persistent selling of foreign 
clients. There was also a slight improvement in the sentiment towards the 
Mining and Oil sector after the Semirara Mining and Power Corp (SCC) earned 
favorable environmental audit results from the Department of Energy and 
Natural Resources.  
 
Week-on-week, the PSEi gained 169.8 points, or +2.25%, to close at 7,723.6. 
For the week, foreigners were net sellers at Php1.91 billion or USD39.96 
million. Year-to-date, net foreign inflows amounted to Php31.45 billion or USD674.72 million. Foreign investors continued to take 
profit on valuation concerns after PE on 2017 Earnings peaked at 18.6x, highest in the region.  The index registered 22 days of 
straight net foreign selling.  
 
 
Holding Firms: 

 

 Metro Pacific Investments (PSE ticker: MPI), thru Metro Pacific Tollways Development Corporation and its subsidiary Manila 

North Tollways Corporation (“MNTC”), received the Notice of Award for the NLEX-SLEX Connector Road Project from 

Department of Public Works and Highways (“DPWH“). MPI is not required to inject fresh capital in the project. 

Industrial: 

 According to the Chief Financial Officer Oliver Y. Tan of Megawide Construction Corp. (PSE ticker: MWIDE), the company is 

considering raising around P6 billion by issuing 410 million treasury shares representing over 17% of outstanding shares 

before yearend to take on more public-private partnerships (PPP) particularly for the construction and operation of airports 

across the country including the Regional Prison PPP project in Nueva Ecija. Megawide expressed interest in the upgrade of 

the four terminals of NAIA and the proposed expansion of Clark International Airport and the near-completed Mactan-Cebu 

International Airport. 

 

 Manila Electric Co. (PSE ticker: MER) retains forecast at P19-Bn this year even as second half of the year is expected to be 

slower compares to the previous half. Earlier, Meralco officials said this year's performance is expected to be within the 

range of 2015's results because of the lower average distribution rate. Last year, MER's net income went up 4% to P18.89 

Bn and for the first half of this year, an income of P10.4 Bn which is lower by 11% compared to P11.8 Bn the previous year, 

due to the absence of one-off recovery gains and lower distribution tariff. 

Financials: 

 BDO Unibank Inc. (PSE ticker: BDO) is the first institution in the country to be accredited as administrator to a retirement 

savings program. The bank, owned by retail and banking magnate Henry Sy, is now an administrator for the Personal Equity 

and Retirement Account (PERA). PERA established the legal and regulatory framework for voluntary personal retirement 

plans as a means to promote savings mobilization, capital market development, and long-term fiscal sustainability. And most 

importantly, it provides Filipinos a means to supplement their future pension benefits from SSS or GSIS. 

Services: 

 PLDT Group has revealed a mobile application that could help connect Filipinos residing overseas. Users can be given a 30-

day trial period to access local news, as well as a library of Filipino movies, concerts, music and magazines. PLDT has also 

established a Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) in Japan which is a mobile data SIM bundled with a pocket Wi-Fi in a 

monthly prepaid subscription.  



 

T enor 16-Sep 23-Sep  Change

1m 1.41 1.53 12

3m 2.59 2.75 15

6m 1.89 1.54 -34

1y 2.10 2.12 2

2y 2.30 2.24 -6

3y 3.20 3.21 1

4y 3.18 2.88 -29

5y 2.99 3.45 46

7y 3.34 3.36 2

10y 3.63 3.57 -6

20y 4.11 3.99 -13

25y 5.25 5.25 0

Average -0.8

Peso Yie ld Curve                                        

(PDST-R2 Reference Rates)

 

 Globe Telecom Inc. (PSE ticker: GLO) is appealing to the DPWH to penalize contractors that have accidentally cut or 

damaged the telecommunication company's cables during road construction activities. Globe General Counsel Vicente M. 

Castelo disclosed that the company has recorded 117 cable cut incidents due to DPWH road construction-related projects 

since the start of 2016. He also said that some of these incidents have caused major network disruption that affected Globe 

call, text, and internet services, and additional repair costs. 

Property: 

 Robinsons Land Corp. (RLC) plans to construct a business process outsourcing building which will be the second BPO 

facility in Davao to bring more BPO jobs and also attract locators to the city according to RLC President Frederick D. Go in 

an interview after the launch of the first Go Hotels branch. He mentioned that they are set to build more things in Davao even 

if Gokongwei’s real estate firm is finding it more challenging to find the “right piece of land” after the surge in property 

developments for residential, commercial, and office spaces.  

Mining and Oil:  

 The Molave expansion project of Semirara Mining and Power Corp (SCC) was found “technically sound” by the Department 

of Environment and Natural Resource (DENR). Operations of ten (10) mines have been halted due to poor environmental 

compliance since July 2016. 

 

 Pilipinas Shell Petroleum reported a net income of P5.07 billion during the first half of the year up 28% YoY. Sales fell, 

however, to P71.1 billion from P88.3 billion due to lower product prices. Shell’s gearing ratio has further increased to 32% at 

the end of the first quarter. In 2015, Shell was able to raise P17.9 billion from a rights offering to boost capital for their 

intended IPO. Shell expressed that it has a well capitalized balance sheet that can open doors for growth opportunities. Shell 

is now seeking to pursue its IPO in order to raise P29.7 billion from the sale of 330 million shares.  

Philippine Bond Market  
 
Yields of local government securities fell on average as central bank actions 
abroad  negated upward pressure from RTB issuance and as the BSP retained 
monetary policy in their September meeting. Downward pull to the yields from 
the Fed holding rates down and the BOJ's indication of a yield curve control 
that implies lower yield in the short-end dominated over upward pressure to 
yields from fresh supply being brought by the Retail Treasury Bond issuance.  
 
Yields fell by an average of 0.8bp led by the decline of 6.24bps in the long-
end. The short-end also declined 1.23bps while the belly bucked the trend, 
rising by 5.05bps.  
 
Philippine Peso  
 

The peso weakened against the dollar as foreign selling continued in 
the local equities market. Among select Asian currencies, the peso 
was one of the few that were sold down during the week as inflows in 
other markets turned positive following accommodative central bank 
actions for the week.   
 

 The Balance of Payments (BoP) position remained at the positive territory in 2Q 2016. The surplus was at US$807 million. 

The current account surplus fell to US$ 65 million on the back of anemic goods export print and high imports due to capital 

goods build-up. The financial account recorded a US$1.2 billion inflow.  

 According to the Bureau of the Treasury (BTr), Php100 billion was generated from the retail Treasury bond offer which is 

more than thrice the minimum target. A bond trader at a local bank commented that it means there is investor confidence 

in the macroeconomic fundamentals of the country and healthy cash position of the government. National Treasurer 

Roberto Tan said that the borrowing program this year is not yet “filled up” even with RTBs. 

 The Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI) and the Management Association of the Philippine (MAPP 

expressed some skepticism regarding the tax reform plan of the Duterte administration. MAP governor cited difficult taxing 

mechanisms on fringe tax benefits on corporations and small to medium size enterprises. MAP governor showed concern 



 

about the 35% tax rate imposed on the rich, which may cause tax evasion. Finance undersecretary said consultations are 

on going to improve tax reform program. 

 The government reported a drastic slowdown in infrastructure spending in July on the back of government leadership 

transition. Capital outlays only rose 0.8% YoY in July, lowest in 16 months.  

 S&P affirmed its BBB rating and stable outlook towards the Philippines citing good economic fundamentals. The sound 

economic policies seemed attractive but the rating agency noted that aggressive fight against drugs and related extra-

judicial killings could potentially deter investment. 

 The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) kept its policy rate unchanged at 3% as the economic fundamentals remained 

strong. The central bank once again cut its 2016 inflation projection to 1.7%, coming from the 2.2% projection made early 

this year. Risks remained titled to the downside on the back of persistently low commodity prices such as energy and food.  

 The Philippine Ports Authority reported that cargo volume increased 11% from the period of January to July, which drove 

the growing economy. Volume reached 141.7 million metric tons in January to July versus 128.2 MMT from last year. 

Foreign cargo throughput increased by 12% while domestic cargo rose by 9%.Passenger volume rose 11% to 42.5 Million 

for January to July period. Ship calls increased by 9% to 255,037 for the period. Domestic and foreign ship calls were up 

by 8.45% and 21.91%. 

 Before the year-end, the government is planning to release the P60 billion worth of coconut levy funds to save the industry 

currently in peril due to cocolisap infestation. Agriculture Secretary Emmanuel Piñol said that the department is going to 

remedy the severely damaged trees by trunk injection and root absorption while biological control will be implemented in 

areas that are minimally affected. If the spread of cocolisap persists, it would take five years to cut down old trees and 

plant new trees. A lot of farmers will also be affected. 

The week ahead (September 26 – September 30) 

 

For next week, we expect the Philippine stock market to trade within a range to 7,500 to 7,900 due to lack of local catalyst. For the 

local fixed income space, investors will take hint from global developments, among which are some statements from Fed officials 

and the OPEC meeting. The peso would potentially continue to be confronted with downside risk should foreign outflow in the local 

equities market continue. 


